The Power (& Energy) of SAMIEEE
Tips for Speakers, Topics, Direct Promotion

(SOC) Count of Current Society Members by Technical Interest Profile
(SOC) Current Society Members with Email who have a specific Technical Interest Profile
(SOC) Count of Society Breakdown of Current Members
(SOC) Count of Women Society Members by Grade
(SOC) Current Society Affiliate Members with Contact Information
(SOC) Current Society Fellow Members with Contact Information
(SOC) Current Society Members by Line of Business
(SOC) Current Society Members who are Graduates of the Last Decade (GOLD)
Count of NEW Society Members for a Specific Month
SOC Members with 25+ years
(MD) Active Student Members with Graduation Date in 2012
(MD) Active Student Members, by Section, by School
(MD) First Year Members Not Renewed
(MD) Inactive Members (contact information)
(MD) Members in Arrears (contact information)
(MD) Members Joining in Past 30 Days
(MD) New Member Interest Info for new IEEE Members - last 31 days
SAMIEE is a Web-based ad hoc query tool that provides volunteers access to member data. It allows ad hoc querying, reporting, and downloading of IEEE's membership data to authorized or designated IEEE volunteers.

Current download issue

A download issue using the "comma separated value" option has recently been discovered. Previously, commas embedded within a text field were recognized as text and would remain as a single column when downloaded. Now, this type of comma is not being recognized as text but is being forced into the comma separation. For example, using the Society List field, previously it would recognize the separating commas as text and download the list of Society Codes in a single column. Currently, it reads them as separators and forces
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Training

New training modules are being developed. They will be made available as they are completed.

› SAMIEEE-OBIEE Training Presentation (PDF, 2.1 MB)
› View the recorded WebEx "what's new" training session
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Course Objectives

At the end of this course, you will be able to:

- Learn the new SAMIEEE terminology
- Navigate the new home screen
- Navigate the personal and shared folders
- Open and edit a predefined query
- Create an new analysis
- Apply sorts and filters to your analysis
- Add additional fields to an existing analysis
- Change column properties
IEEE Business Intelligence

**Create Menu**
- Analysis and Interactive Reporting
- Published Reporting
- Actionable Intelligence
- Agent | Action

**Create Menu**
- My Analyses
- My Reports
- My Scorecards
- My Agent Subscriptions
- My Agents

**Content Menu**
- Oracle BI EE Documentation
- Help Contents
- Oracle Technology Network

**Dashboard**
- Most Recently Created Dashboards
  - My Dashboard - Sales Fulfillment
  - My Dashboard - Western Region A
- For Publishing - Western Region A
- For Publishing - page 1

**Others**
- My Sales Fulfillment briefing book
- Updateable Sales Rep Fulfillment
- Region Variable Dashboard Prompt
- Sales by State

**Most Popular**

**Most Popularly Used Items**